
Ergo Traveler is an affordable rear-wheel drive power wheelchair featuring Karma’s patented 
S-Ergo Seating System, which provides comfort and stability while promoting proper seating 
posture. The compact design makes Ergo Traveler ideal for confined spaces and short-
distance travel. 

Ergo Traveler

S-Ergo Seating System  

The unique seating system can 

release pressure, stabilize posture, 

and reduce sliding. 

Foldable and Travel Friendly    

Disassemble and reassemble with no tools required, 

making travel a breeze!

 

Adjustable and Transfer Friendly

Height adjustable and flip-up armrests: extra comfort 

and effortless transfer in and out of the chair. 

Detachable swing-away footrests: can turn outward or 

detach for effortless transfer in and out of the chair.

‧
‧

OPTIONS Swing-away controller bracket 

Quick release attendant control

Attendant brake

‧
‧
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Indoor Maneuverability 

Smooth and easy to navigate, this chair 

moves effortlessly through doorways, 

onto lifts, or around confined spaces.
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±10 mm ±0.5 kg.– The actual product specifications may differ from the data in the table by 
– The actual product specifications may vary according to different configurations.
– Karma reserves the right to modify information herein without further notice.
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